REMOVING YOUR OLD HARNESS

1. Open your seat back pocket.

2. Push the shoulder plastic harness stoppers through the slot on the seat back.

3. Push the waist plastic harness stoppers through the slot on the seat back.

4. Push the crotch plastic harness stopper through the slot on the seat bottom.
5. Feed the crotch plastic harness stopper through the slot on the seat bottom, making sure it goes entirely through the board that is inside the upholstery. Check that the stopper is locked in place by pulling up on the crotch strap.

6. Feed the waist plastic harness stoppers through the bottom slots of the seat back, making sure they go entirely through the board that is inside the upholstery. Check that the stoppers are locked in place by pulling back on the waist straps.

7. Feed the shoulder plastic harness stoppers through the upper slots of the seat back, making sure to use the same height on both sides.

8. Tab will flatten against the slot and lock the straps in place.